A mixture of Extreme Ranked Set Sampling (ERSS) and Median Ranked Set Sampling (MRSS) is introduced to obtain a more representative sample using three out of five number summary statistics [i.e. Minimum, Median and Maximum]. The proposed sampling scheme provides unbiased estimator of mean for symmetric population and gives moderate efficiency for both symmetric and asymmetric populations under perfect as well as imperfect rankings. Expressions for bias and asymptotic variance are presented. A simulation study is also conducted to observe the performance of the proposed estimator. Application of proposed sampling scheme is illustrated through a real life example.
Introduction
Ranked Set Sampling (RSS), introduced by [? ] for estimating the yield of herbage in agriculture researches, involves randomly selecting m sets of units, each of m units, from an infinite population of interest. The units in each set can assumed to be ranked visually or through some concomitant variable. From the first set of m units the lowest ranked unit is selected. From the second ranked set of m units second lowest unit is selected. The process is continued until the mth ranked unit is measured from the mth ranked set. This procedure is repeated r times to obtain n = mr units.
[? ] introduced a very essential statistical basis for the theory of RSS introduced by [? ] . They showed that the sample mean under RSS is an unbiased estimator of the population mean and more efficient than the sample mean under simple random sampling with replacement (SRSWR) for same number of units. [? ] proved that mean of the RSS is an unbiased estimator of the population mean, whether there are errors in ranking or not and more efficient than the mean of SRSWR. [? ] showed that the variance estimator based on RSS is an asymptotically unbiased and more efficient than the usual variance estimator based on SRS, when the sample size is large. [? ] analyzed the empirical distribution function based on RSS and proved that
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it is an unbiased estimate of the underlying distribution function. [? ] and [? ] worked on error in ranking with application of RSS to real life situations.
[? ] suggested ERSS on basis of the fact that for sets containing a larger number of units, visual recognition of the ith ranked unit (other than the smallest and the largest) is difficult and expensive.
[? ] introduced the MRSS procedure to obtain a better representative units. After that [? ] suggested quartile ranked set sampling (QRSS) for this purpose. Similarly, [? ] , [? ] and [? ] have written detail notes on ranked set sampling.
[? ] suggested ranked set sample by selecting extremes of the samples and called this sampling scheme as RSS(E). Later on, [? ] have made a modification in RSS namely Independent extreme ranked set sampling (IERSS) in the case of both even as well as odd sample sizes. The main objective was to propose non-parametric estimators of the population mean using these two extremes RSS and are compared with mean estimator under SRSWR. Fat-tailed distributions as the Cauchy distribution, students t-distribution, uniform distribution (and such other stable distributions with the exception of the normal distribution) units that deviate from the mean by five or more standard deviations (beyond 5-sigma limit) have higher frequency as appose to normal distribution where extreme units are less likely to occur. As a consequence, application of MRSS and ERSS for sampling from such distributions provides a non representative sample. For example, in estimating the ratio of width to length of petal and sepal of certain flowers (Iris flower data is used in Section 5) or a ratio of width to length of leaves on plants in a certain garden in agriculture experiments, use of ERSS or MRSS may provide a bad representation of population as these variables follow Cauchy distribution (Cauchy random variable is the ratio of two normal random variables). Similarly, many other phenomena in biological science and agriculture setting have fat tail distribution. In such situations application of these two sampling schemes simultaneously may provide more representative sample than their individual application. To overcome the above stated deficiency in ERSS and MRSS, we propose an estimator of finite population mean by using a new ranked set sampling procedure obtained by combining ERSS and MRSS. The expressions for bias and variances under assumption of symmetric distribution are derived. We conduct a simulation study for purpose of comparison of EMRSS with ERSS and MRSS. We also give a numerical example before concluding the work.
MRSS and ERSS based on 2m units
Consider an infinite population consisting variable of interest Y with distribution function F (y) and probability density function f (y) having mean µ and variance σ 2 . Let Y i(i)j be the i-th unit from ith sample in jth cycle on the study variable Y . Then a ranked set sample of size 2m in jth (j = 1, 2, ..., r) cycle is
The sample mean under RSS is given bȳ
It is easy to prove thatȳ rss is an unbiased estimator with variance
be an ERSS and MRSS of size 2m in cycle j respectively. The mean estimators under ERSS and MRSS are given bȳ
with biases
where
It is straight forward to show thatȳ e andȳ m are unbiased when the underlying distribution is symmetric about mean i.e. ℘ (2m) = −℘ (1) and ℘ (m+1) = −℘ (m) . Assuming symmetric distribution we obtain variance ofȳ e andȳ m as follows: 
(2.5) and V (ȳ e ) = 1 2mr
. (2.6)
We can easily show that the estimators in Equations (2.3) and (2.4) are more efficient than mean estimator under SRSWR based on 2mr observations. Note that ERSS gives a sample consisting only extreme units in the data which ignore middle units of population in this way it is very sensitive to outliers. On the other hand MRSS includes only middle units of population in sample that may some time gives a less representative sample (in case of fat tailed distributions) although it gives an efficient estimate of population mean. A mixture of these two sampling schemes which may provide a more representative sample with moderate efficiency by including middle as well as extreme units is given in next section.
Extreme-cum-Median Ranked Set Sampling (EMRSS)
Taking motivation from [? ] and [? ], we provide a new sampling procedure, named Extreme-cum-Median Ranked Set Sampling (EMRSS), that provide a more representative sample than median and extreme ranked set sampling with moderate efficiency. This procedure works as follow:
1. Select 2m independent random samples each of size 2m and rank each sample in ascending order according to certain ranking mechanism. 2. In Step 2, we work as follow: (i) When m is odd, we initiate with selecting smallest ranked unit from first (
2 ) samples and mth unit from mth sample which complete the application of ERSS. We continue the process by selecting m + 1 unit from (m+1)th sample, mth unit from (m + 2) to ( 2 ) samples to complete an MRSS from remaining samples.
(ii) When m is even, we start with selection of smallest ranked unit from first
Example 1
To explain the EMRSS with odd set size, we take m = 5. The sampling layout is given below
The above layout shows 10 ranked sets of observations each of size 10. The bold underlined units are selected for actual measurement.
Example 2
Similarly, to explain the EMRSS with even set size, we take m = 4. The sampling layout is given by
The above layout shows 8 ranked sets of units (sampling units) each of size 8. The bold underlined units are selected for actual measurement. These layouts can be replicated r time, adding subscript j to Y i(i)j and by varying j from 1 to r, to obtain an EMRS sample having size n = 2rm. Let 2m in cycle j for odd and even m respectively. For each case, we have sample mean under EMRSS as follow
and
. (3.4)
By writing in simplest form
and Bias(ȳ 
where obtain variance ofȳ
em assuming that the underlying distribution is symmetric about µ.
.
Simplest form of variance is
(3.5)
From Equations (2.5) and (3.5), we notice that V ar(ȳ
Further from Equations (2.6) and (3.5), we observe that V ar(ȳ
(3.7)
Inequalities (3.6) and (3.7) reveal the conditions in which we prefer EMRSS over MRSS and ERSS respectively. Similarly
Simplifying, we have
where V ar(ȳ srs ) = 1 2rm σ 2 is the variance ofȳ srs with n = 2rm. This shows the superiority of EMRSS over SRSWR with same sample size in terms of efficiency. From Equations (2.5) and (3.8), we notice that V ar(ȳ
(3.9)
Further from Equations (2.6) and (3.8), we see that V ar(ȳ
Inequalities (3.9) and (3.10) show the conditions in which we prefer EMRSS over MRSS and ERSS respectively.
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The values of X are generated using different distributions mentioned in caption of Tables 1-8. After that Y is computed such that Y = (ρ × X) + e, where e is normaly distributed error term, having zero mean and unit variance, independent of Y . The procedure of RSS, MRSS, ERSS and EMRSS is applied to estimate population mean of Y . The process is replicated 10,000 times to see the long-run behavior of the mean estimators. The results obtained from simulation study are presented in Tables 1-8 . We compute the absolute bias (AB) and relative efficiency (RE) of the means estimator (ȳ • ) for different ranked set sampling schemes with respect to mean estimator under SRSWR as follows:
Note: In Tables 1 − 4, ranking is performed on the study variable Y itself while in Tables 5-8 ranking is performed on X (imperfect ranking). 
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Petal width is taken as the study variable and suppose that we are interested in estimating average width of petals. For m = 4, we take 8 independent samples each consisting 8 flowers and ranked them according to petal width. The ranked sets are presented in Table 9 . The observations in bold form are taken from units that are selected under EMRSS. We obtain RSS, ERSS and MRSS from the above ranked sets in similar way. Table 10 provides ultimate ranked set samples obtained from Table 9 , respective sample means and a 95 percent confidence limits for population mean in each case. In this example, we use r = 1 for simplicity. 
.086468 1.03043 1.08111 1.063593
The last three rows of Table 10 provides (ȳ (•) ) sample mean obtained using proposed and existing ranking mechanisms, lower and upper confidence limits for true population mean of petal width. To compute these limits B J P S -A c c e p t e d M a n u s c r i p t variances of the mean estimators are obtained through repeated sampling from the population of 90 units (see detail later). In Table 11 , variance and relative efficiency of mean estimator under different ranked set sampling are presented. The first four rows of Table 11 are obtained by applying formulas given in Equations (2.2), (2.5), (2.6) and (3.8), where σ 2 i = σ 2 −℘ (i) for i = 1, 2, 3...2m is obtained using following algorithm. The variance and relative efficiency of estimators under RSS, ERSS, MRSS and EMRSS with respect to variance of mean estimator under SRSWOR are given in Table 11 . The numerical results suggest that EMRSS performs better than well known existing ranked set sampling schemes for all choices of m except of m = 5. For m = 5, EMRSS is slightly less efficient than ERSS. The petal width of Iris flowers has a fat tailed distribution as shown in Figure 1 . The histogram in Figure 1 shows that the distribution of petal width is departed from normality. It also reveals that much data are densed at left tail of the distribution as it can be seen from 0 to 0.25 the bar is too high while it is low between 0.5 and 1.
Conclusion
A comparatively more representative, efficient and easy to handle ranked set sampling procedure is proposed and applied to estimate population mean of the study variable. The proposed sampling scheme is a mixture of ERSS and MRSS. It is shown both mathematically and through simulation study that under certain conditions EMRSS performs better than ERSS and MRSS for estimating population mean. Alternatively, we can conclude that it performs better than ERSS for all choices of m but it works better than MRSS only for relatively small m. The numerical application shows that EMRSS perform well when underlying distribution has fat tail. The suggested sampling scheme can be utilized in research areas where ranking all observations is tedious but obtain median and extreme values (five number summary statistics) are easy.
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